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Abstract

The objective of this study was to explain quantitatively a surprising phenomenon——the magnetic

polarity in a slot on the workpiece surface after discontinuation of longitudinal magnetization is opposite to it，
when the specimen is being magnetized, that is，the magnetic residual field shows negative values.
On the basis of uniform distribution of magnetic charges along all edges of a cuboid magnetic medium in the
stable condition of magnetization and the demagnetization law of ferromagnetic materials（ after removal of
magnetizing field the difficult degree of the returning of a magnetic dipole back to its original orientation before
magnetization depends on the magnitude of the mechanical reacting force and mechanical moment affected by
this magnetic dipole in stable condition of magnetization ），they are known that after discontinuation of
longitudinal magnetization rear magnetic charges excited during the magnetization may be remained along the
bottom edges of the throughout rectangular slot on a cuboid steel component，and that there will appear unlike
magnetic charges opposite to those，which had existed at the magnetization along the rest edges and over the
lateral surfaces of the slot. Thereby this strange phenomenon was clarified. The spacial distribution gragh of the
magnetic leakage field calculated and plotted along the symmetrical axis of the slot basically conformed to the
third group of curves obtained from Dr. F. Förster’s experiment made in 1985.
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On the basis of magnetic dipole theory the author deduced the approximate analytic expression of magnetic
leakage field yielded by a rectangular slot on the workpiece surface. Thereby the first group ( Fig.1 )[1] and second
group ( Fig.2, the part of Hx>0 )[2] of the spatial distribution of magnetic leakage field in the classical experiment made
by Dr. F. Förster in 1985 have been better clarified theoretically[3,4]. In addition, the author also explained qualitatively
the reason, why the magnetic polarity in a slot on the workpiece surface after discontinuation of longitudinal
magnetization is opposite to it, when the specimen is being magnetized[5] from the demagnetizing law of ferromagnetic
materials. Now he is seeking again for the quantitative theory of the phenomenon of reversing of magnetic poles, which
surprised Dr. Föster——the analytic expression for the third group of the spacial distribution of magnetic leakage field
( Fig.2, the part of Hx<0 )[2].
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Fig.1 First group of spacial distribution curves
of magnetic leakage field in Dr.Förster’s
experiment[1]

Fig.2 Second(HX>0) and third (HX<0) groups of spacial
distribution curves of magnetic leakage field in
Dr.Förster’s experiment[2]

1. Reluctant supposition
Because in references [1] and [2] only the depth ( 2.5mm ) and different widths ( 0.2,0.5,0.8,1.2 and 2mm )
of the slot are given, it has to be supposed that the testing blook used by Dr. Förster is a cuboid steel component
with a rectangular throughout slot on its surface, of which the shape, dimensions and coordinates selected are
shown in Fig.3.a. And S=2b, l,w,h are not known, so they may be arbitrary.
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Fig.3 Magnetic charges of the cuboid steel component with a rectangular throughout slot on its surface (a) at
longitudinal magnetiztion
(b) most probably remained along slot edges after discontinuation of magnetization

2. Known knowledge
2.1 Magnetie leakage field yielded by a rectangular slot magnetized longitudinally ( Fig.3.a, X direction ) is
H(A/m)[3,4].
H=H1(σl)+H2(σl)+H3(σs1)
(1)
here H1(σl)——magnetic leakage field caused by the linear magnetic chargesσl (Wb/m) along the apex edges and
vertical edges of the rectangular slot, A/m.
H2(σl)——magnetic leakage field caused by the linear magnetic chargesσl (Wb/m) along the bottom edges of
the slot, A/m.
H3(σs1)——magnetic leakage field caused by the equivalent uniform areal magnetic chargesσs1 (Wb/m2) over
the lateral walls of the slot, A/m
And their X componets along symmetrical axis of the slot Z are respectively as follows.
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in which µo——permeability of the vacuum, µo= 4π×10-7 H/m
2.2 Magnetic charges distribution on cuboid steel componet with a rectangular throughout slot after
discontinuation of longitudinal magnetiztion
According to the demagnetizing law of ferromegnetic materials ( the difficult degree of destruction of a
magnetic dipole chain depends on the magnitude of its magnetic potential energy ), it was demonstrated that after
discontinuation of longitudinal magnetization only rare magnetic charges excited during the magnetization may be
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remained along the bottom edges of the throughout rectangular slot on a cuboid steel component ( Fig.3.b ).
Because the bottom edges are extreme narrow (2b) , the magnetic charges remained along them are very small, so
the opposite residual magnetic field strength over the slot must be very low[5].
2.3 Uniform distribution of magnetic charges along all edges of a cuboid magnetic medium magnetized
longitudinally
It has been proved that[6,7]:
σx≡σy≡σz
(5)
in which σx , σy ,σz——linear magnetic charge densities along X,Y,Z axes through one same point, Wb/m

3. New conception recently－
－obtained
3.1 From paragraphs 2.2 and 2.3, after discontinuation of longitudinal magnetization if there were rare magnetic
charges remained along the bottom edges of a rectangular throughout slot on the cuboid steel component, which
had been excited at magnetization ( Fig.3.b ) [5], that is,
σl≠0
(6)
σl<<σl0
(7)
here,σl0 andσl are respectively the magnetic charges densities at magnetization and after discontinuation of
magnetization along the bottom edges of the slot ( Wb/m ) . The same linear density of magnetic chargesσl
should also appear along the other edges of the slot ( Fig.4.a ).
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Fig.4 Magnetic charges distribution of the cuboid steel component with a rectangular throughout slot on its
surface after discontinuation of magnetization
a) linear magnetic charges along every edge
b) areal magnetic charges over the lateral walls
3.2 After removal of magnetizing field Ha ( A/m ) the part of magnetic dipoles ( the simplest magnetic domains ),
which had been forced to orient to Ha intensely at magnetization, is rebouned back suddenly, because of the
tremendous reaction of elastic moment. And the opposite magnetic polarity will appear in the slot to it, when Ha is
being applied, that is, areal magnetic charges densityσs1t ( Wb/m2 ), of which polarity is opposite to it, when the
specimen is being magneticzed, will appear over the lateral walls of the slot ( Fig.4.b )[8,9].
σslt =－kσs10

(8)

here, σs10 ——areal magnetic charges density over the lateral walls of the slot at magnetization, Wb/m2.
k——a positive constant, and k<<1.
And σs1t will decrease gradually with the passage of the time[8,9].

4. Analysis and calculation
It is known from paragraph 3 that after discontinuation of longitudinal magnetization of a workpiece the
magnetic polaraty of the linear magnetic charges along the apex and vertical edges of a rectangular throughout slot
( Fig.4.a ) and the areal magnetic charges over the lateral walls of the slot ( Fig.4.b ) are all just opposite to them,
when the specimen is being magnetized ( Fig.3.a )[9] . Either the linear magnetic charges density σlt or areal
magnetic charges density σs1t are all smaller than the relevant quantities σl0 and σs10 at magnetization. The
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analytic expression for the third group of magnetic leakage field should be as follows.
Hx=－H1x (σlt ) + H2x (σlt ) －H3x (σs1t )
∵ H2x (σlt ) << H1x (σlt )

(9)
(10)

H2x (σlt ) << H3x (σslt )

(11)

So as the first approximation the third group of the spatial distribution for magnetic leakage field yielded by
the rectangular throughout slot on a cuboid steel component can be obtained from the result at magnetization only
reduce them several times as much and add a
minus symbol. For example, if d=2.5, w=30,
b=0.1, 1,
α=σs10 /σl0=9
γ=σs1t /σs10= 1/4
δ=σlt/σl0=1/4
The charateristic H x

x =0
y =0

－ Z can be

calculated and plotted according to expressions
(1) ~ (4) as shown in Fig.5, in which the part of
Hx>0 is the first group of the spatial
distribution for magnetic leakage field and the
part of Hx<0 is just the third group of the
curves.
Obviously the characteristics for the part
of Hx<0 in Fig.5 basically conform to the Fig.5 The third group (Hx<0) and first group (Hx>0) of spacial
distribution curves of magnetic leakage field yielded
curves of the part of Hx<0 in Fig.2.
by a rectangular throughout slot on the cuboid steel
component surface.

5. Conclusion
5.1 After discontinuation of longitudinal magnetization the magnetic dipole chains excited in cuboid steel
component along the direction of magnetizing field at magnetization immediately collapse——every magnetic
dipole all attemps to return back to its original spacial orietation before magnetization under the reaction of elastic
moment ( anti the moment yielded by magnetizing field ). Because of the mechanical resistance of the adjacent
magnetic domaims, only the magnetic domains, which obtained higher magnetic energy at magnetization, can
accomplish this process. The magnetic dipoles with lower magnetic energy still keep the orientation in the
magnetization condition. And the magnetic domains with extremely high magnetic energy continue rotate forward
after returned back to their original location, so a new construction of magnetic domains, of which magnetic
polarity is opposite to when the specimen is being magnetized will be formed.
5.2 After discontinuation of longitudinal magnetization, rare part of magnetic charges excited at magnetization
may be remained probably along the bottom edges of the rectangular throughout slot on a cuboid steel component
surface. Thereby there will appear the same linear magnetic charges σ1t (Wb/m) along the apex and vertical edges
as the bottom edges of the slot. But σlt

must be smaller than σl0 at magnetization. And the polartities of the

magnetic charges along apex and vertical edges σlt and σl0 are opposite each other.
5.3 After discontinuation of longitudinal magnetization there must appear areal magnetic charges σs1t (Wb/m2)
over the lateral walls of the rectangular throughout slot on the surface of a cuboid steel comporent. The magnetic
polarity of σs1t is opposite to σs10 (Wb/m2), when the specimen is being magnetized, and σs1t is much weaker
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than σs10 in value.
5.4 After discontinuation of longitudinal magnetization the magnetie leakage field measured in the slot Hxt is
overlapped by them yielded from σl1t ( linear magnetic charges along apex and vertical edges of the slot ) , σl2t
( linear magnetic charges along bottom edges of the slot ) and σs1t ( areal magntic charges over the lateral surfaces
of the slot ) . Obviously its direction is opposite to it of Hxo caused byσl10, σl20 and σs10 at magnetization. The
former is presented by the third group of Dr. Förster’s experimental curves, and the latter is presented by the first
or second group of spacial distribution characteristics of the experiment.
5.5 The three groups of spatial distribution characteristics of magnetic leakage field in the classical experiment
made by Dr. F. Förster in 1985 can be presented by an unified analytical expression. The differences between
them only lie in the posstive or negative symbols of the magnetic leakage field caused by the magnetic charges
along slot edges and over lateral walls of the slot as well as the proportional coefficient of areal density to linear
density of magnetic charges (α) and the proportional coefficients of remained magnetic charges to total excited
magnetic charges(γ，δ).
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